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ABSTRACT

The School’s antecedents date to the beginning of Purdue University-Indianapolis Extension classes in 1940 and defense training courses offered during World War Two. Diplomas were first offered shortly after the war, and in 1962 the Division of Applied Technology began to offer classes on the new 38th Street Campus. A bachelor’s degree in engineering was first offered in 1969. The School of Engineering and Technology was created in 1972 following the merger of Indiana University and Purdue University. Programs migrated to new buildings on the IUPUI main campus.

Records include correspondence, minutes, reports, and publications.
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Personnel and student records and other personal information in these records are restricted. All other material is open to the public without restriction. Copyright laws of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) govern the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.
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COLLECTION STATUS

This preliminary inventory serves as an interim guide to the described records. A finished finding aid based on final appraisal and arrangement of the records of this university unit will be prepared at a future date.
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